Introduction {#sec1-2331216518758109}
============

Exposure to loud noise can permanently destroy cochlear outer hair cells (OHCs) and inner hair cells (IHCs). Although IHCs survive noise trauma better than OHCs, IHC synapses with auditory nerve fibers (ANFs) can be irreparably damaged by noise doses that spare the hair cells themselves. The end result is a reduction of ANF activity from traumatized cochlear frequency regions, mostly at lower sound pressure levels (SPLs) when OHCs are lost, and apparently mostly at higher SPLs when IHC synapses are lost ([@bibr36-2331216518758109]; [@bibr48-2331216518758109]; [@bibr81-2331216518758109]).

Chronically reduced ANF activity is a trigger for changes in the auditory brain. Deprived central auditory neurons typically become more active spontaneously and respond more strongly and synchronously to better preserved cochlear "lesion-edge frequencies," increasing their "representational area" in the auditory brainstem and even more so in auditory cortex (ACx; [@bibr17-2331216518758109]). Lesion-edge frequencies consequently become somewhat easier to discriminate, in small part compensating for the hearing loss ([@bibr93-2331216518758109]). However, the increased spontaneous activity may give rise to tinnitus---phantom ringing or hissing perceived as originating in one or both ears or in the head ([@bibr16-2331216518758109]), and the increased sound-evoked activity may lead to hyperacusis---a reduced tolerance of what are normally considered moderately loud sounds ([@bibr78-2331216518758109]; [@bibr96-2331216518758109]). The mechanisms of tinnitus and hyperacusis remain controversial (see, e.g., [@bibr45-2331216518758109]; [@bibr86-2331216518758109]), but hyperactivity in the auditory brain is a common endpoint of most available models.

Spontaneous hyperactivity in auditory areas of the brainstem (particularly the dorsal cochlear nucleus or DCN, and the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus or ICC) and cortex has been correlated with behavioral evidence of tinnitus in animals with permanent noise-induced hearing loss (NIHL; [@bibr12-2331216518758109]; [@bibr21-2331216518758109]; [@bibr42-2331216518758109]; [@bibr52-2331216518758109]; [@bibr56-2331216518758109]; [@bibr79-2331216518758109]; [@bibr89-2331216518758109]), and even after apparently full recovery from temporary noise trauma ([@bibr3-2331216518758109]; [@bibr103-2331216518758109]). Interestingly, salicylate, a reliable inducer of transient tinnitus, led to increased spontaneous firing rates (SFRs) in the secondary ACx (A2) of cats but to *decreased* SFRs in both cat primary ACx (A1) and anterior auditory field (AAF; [@bibr19-2331216518758109]), a finding later replicated by several studies in rats ([@bibr57-2331216518758109]; [@bibr105-2331216518758109]; [@bibr106-2331216518758109]). Analogously, sound-evoked central hyperactivity has been correlated with animal models of hyperacusis after NIHL ([@bibr11-2331216518758109]; [@bibr38-2331216518758109]; [@bibr90-2331216518758109]), salicylate injection ([@bibr91-2331216518758109]; [@bibr95-2331216518758109]), and in hereditary progressive hearing loss ([@bibr10-2331216518758109]; [@bibr39-2331216518758109]; [@bibr104-2331216518758109]). Nevertheless, aspects of these data remain puzzling (see Discussion section), and there is so far only sparse evidence from studies of the human brain linking spontaneous hyperactivity with tinnitus ([@bibr1-2331216518758109]; [@bibr20-2331216518758109]) and sound-evoked hyperactivity with hyperacusis ([@bibr33-2331216518758109]).

Spontaneous and sound-evoked hyperactivity are also observed in specific areas of A1 after prolonged exposure to nondamaging levels of noise ([@bibr18-2331216518758109]; [@bibr74-2331216518758109]). In a series of studies on adult cats exposed to various tone pip ensembles and noise bands at ∼70 dB SPL for weeks to months at a time, it was shown that A1 neural activity was strongly suppressed at frequencies within the exposure band (particularly near its edges) but was generally enhanced at frequencies above and below the exposure band ([@bibr71-2331216518758109], [@bibr72-2331216518758109], [@bibr73-2331216518758109]; [@bibr74-2331216518758109], [@bibr77-2331216518758109]; note that the seminal study by [@bibr65-2331216518758109] used an exposure level of 80 dB SPL). We attributed this suppression to a compensatory reduction in central neural gains in response to the persistent exposure stimulus and the enhancement to decreased lateral inhibition from the suppressed region ([@bibr75-2331216518758109]). These cortical changes slowly reversed (also over weeks to months) after the end of the nondamaging exposure ([@bibr71-2331216518758109], [@bibr72-2331216518758109], [@bibr73-2331216518758109]). Interestingly, postexposure increases in spontaneous firing and neural synchrony were observed in the enhanced areas of A1 ([@bibr60-2331216518758109]; [@bibr66-2331216518758109]; [@bibr71-2331216518758109], [@bibr72-2331216518758109]), not in the deprived area as is the case with permanent hearing loss ([@bibr17-2331216518758109]). Examples of these findings are reproduced in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}. We wondered whether the cortical hyperactivity resulting from chronic, nondamaging noise exposure could lead to hyperacusis or tinnitus. Specifically, we hypothesized that frequencies within the exposure band should for some time be perceived as softer than before (hypoacusis), whereas frequencies outside of the exposure band might be perceived as louder than before (hyperacusis) and might become internalized as tinnitus. Figure 1.(a) Multiunit (MU) spike recordings from ACx of a representative unexposed control adult cat (left) and an adult cat exposed for 2 months to 4 to 20 kHz band-pass noise at ∼70 dB SPL (right). MU characteristic frequencies (CFs) are color-coded (scale top-center) and superposed on photographs of the cortical surface. Blank circles indicate electrode penetrations that yielded insignificant sound-evoked activity. A1 is outlined and lightly shaded to distinguish it from surrounding auditory fields (AAF, PAF, A2, DP; scale bars: 2 mm; D: dorsal; P: posterior). CF--distance plots for MUs recorded in A1 are shown centered between the cortical maps; black circles give the mean positions ±1 *SD* of A1 units in each of the seven color-coded, octave-wide bins. The bottom row shows histogram distributions of A1 CFs and scatterplots of A1 response thresholds versus the CF. Note that noise exposure led to a clear underrepresentation of A1 units with CFs in the exposure frequency range and to an overrepresentation of A1 units with CFs above and below that range. That is, units with high and low CFs covered larger than normal areas of A1, and the thresholds and suprathreshold firing rates of these units were on average better than normal. Adapted from [@bibr76-2331216518758109]. (b) A1 MU rate-level functions averaged at the best frequency for unexposed control (black traces) and 4 to 20 kHz (2 months at 70 dB SPL) noise-exposed cats (red traces). Data were pooled by MU location in A1: "Posterior A1" spans a distance of 0% to 30% along the tonotopic gradient toward AAF and represents neurons normally tuned to \<4 kHz (i.e., below the exposure range); "Central A1" spans a distance of 30% to 70% and represents neurons normally tuned to 4 to 20 kHz (within the exposure range); "Anterior A1" spans a distance of 70% to 100% and represents neurons normally tuned to \>20 kHz (above the exposure range). Error bars show ±1 *SE*, and asterisks indicate post hoc Bonferroni tests significant at *p* \< .05 (two-way ANOVA). Noise exposure induced neural hyperactivity in posterior and anterior A1 and neural hypoactivity in central A1. Adapted from [@bibr78-2331216518758109]. (c) Long-term exposure of adult cats to three different tone pip ensembles and to a broadband "factory noise" at ∼70 dB SPL generally increased A1 SFRs in the frequency regions outside of the exposure band (i.e., in the regions of neural hyperacusis; [Figure 1(b)](#fig1-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}). Error bars show +1 *SE*. Adapted from [@bibr60-2331216518758109], based on data replotted from [@bibr77-2331216518758109]; 2--40 kHz, 4 and 16 kHz), [@bibr71-2331216518758109]; 4--20 kHz), and [@bibr77-2331216518758109]; "factory noise"). (d) Long-term exposure of adult cats to a 4 to 20 kHz tone pip ensemble at ∼80 dB SPL led to an increase in pairwise neural synchrony (quantified by ρ; color-code at right), particularly in A1 frequency regions outside of the exposure band. Figure reproduced from Noreña et al. (2006).ACx = auditory cortex; SPL = sound pressure level; CF = characteristic frequency; AAF = anterior auditory field; PAF = posterior auditory field; ANOVA = analysis of variance; SFR = spontaneous firing rate.

To investigate this possibility, adult CBA/Ca mice were exposed for \>2 months to 8 to 16 kHz band-pass noise at either 70 or 75 dB SPL and tested for hypo-/hyperacusis and tinnitus using tone and gap prepulse inhibition (PPI) of the acoustic startle reflex (ASR). Auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) and distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs) were used to show that the 70 dB exposure was nondamaging, whereas 75 dB appeared to cause a small but significant IHC synapse loss in the 8 to 16 kHz cochlear region. Contrary to hypothesis, prolonged exposure at either 70 or 75 dB SPL did not affect baseline tone or gap PPI results, implying an absence of any hyper/hypoacusis or tinnitus. These negative findings nevertheless have implications for PPI testing and for the putative role of central auditory hyperactivity in tinnitus and hyperacusis.

Methods {#sec2-2331216518758109}
=======

Animals and Noise Exposure {#sec3-2331216518758109}
--------------------------

This work was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Salus University (A-MP1502). Nine normal-hearing male CBA/Ca mice (Jackson Laboratories) served as subjects in the main experiment reported here and were exposed binaurally for 2 months, 24 hr/day, to sharply filtered 8 to 16 kHz noise at ∼70 dB SPL (measured with a Larson-Davis Model 824 sound level meter), beginning at about three months of age. Six mice served as unexposed controls, and another six were exposed to the same 8 to 16 kHz noise at ∼75 dB SPL.

The exposure stimulus was synthesized in Adobe Audition, converted to analog (Creative, Model SB1240), and played from a loudspeaker mounted just above the cages housing the mice (Tucker Davis Technologies---TDT, Model MF1; frequency response flat to 5 dB between 8 and 16 kHz). Mice were kept on a 12-hr light/dark schedule (light 8 a.m.--8 p.m.) and were given free access to food and water. They were rewarded for their participation in ASR testing with sunflower seeds. There were no apparent signs of long-term distress in any of the noise-exposed mice.

Assessment of Loudness Perception (Hypo-/Hyperacusis) and Tinnitus Using the ASR {#sec4-2331216518758109}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ASR is a protective reflex elicited by a sudden, loud sound ([@bibr44-2331216518758109]). In mice, it involves a whole-body flinch and jump, the force of which was measured using a motion-sensitive platform in an anechoic foam-lined, sound-attenuating startle chamber (San Diego Instruments, SR-LAB).

ASR amplitudes can be reduced by preceding the loud startling sound with a nonstartling "prepulse," known as PPI of the ASR. The degree of startle amplitude reduction, called the magnitude of the PPI, is related to the perceptual salience of the prepulse. For instance, the greater the perceived loudness of a tonal prepulse, the greater the magnitude of the PPI (e.g., [@bibr10-2331216518758109]). Thus, an animal with hyperacusis is expected to show greater PPI for a given prepulse SPL and vice versa for hypoacusis. In the gap variant of PPI, often abbreviated as GPIAS ([@bibr29-2331216518758109]; [@bibr94-2331216518758109]), the prepulse is a silent gap in a moderate-level, narrowband noise (NBN) background. It is assumed that a ringing tinnitus with a pitch similar to the NBN background can reduce the salience of the gap and decrease the magnitude of the PPI. [Figure 2](#fig2-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} illustrates these concepts and details the startle parameters used in the present study. For both tone and gap PPI testing, startle stimuli were 20-ms-long bursts of broadband noise (BBN) presented at 105 dB SPL. Tone prepulses were also 20 ms long (including 1 ms onset and offset cos^2^ ramps), were presented at 50 or 70 dB SPL, and preceded the startle BBN by 100 ms (measured between sound onsets). For GPIAS testing, silent gaps of 20 or 50 ms long were embedded in third-octave NBN presented at 65 dB SPL, and the gaps also preceded the startling BBN by 100 ms (onset-to-onset). These stimuli were synthesized in Adobe Audition, converted to analog (TASCAM, Model US--2x2), and played out by a HiVi Isodynamic Tweeter (Model RT2C-A; frequency response flat to 5 dB over the stimulus frequency range, from 4 to 32 kHz) that was mounted in the ceiling of the startle chamber. Stimuli were calibrated with a quarter-inch microphone (ACO Pacific, Model 7017) placed in the mouse restraining cylinder inside the startle box. Figure 2.Schematic diagrams of PPI ASR (top) and GPIAS (bottom), including the stimulus parameters used in the present study. Also shown are hypothetical PPI functions in animals with hypo- and hyperacusis (top-right), and hypothetical GPIAS results that are positive for tinnitus at 16 kHz (bottom-right).PPI = prepulse inhibition; ASR = acoustic startle reflex; GPIAS = gap-prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle; BBN = broadband noise; SPL = sound pressure level; NBN = narrowband noise.

[Figure 3(a)](#fig3-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} shows the experiment timeline, and [Figure 3(b)](#fig3-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} is a block diagram of a single startle session. Each session consisted of 362 startle trials with an average interstartle interval (ISI) of 5 s (range 3--7 s), for a total session time of ∼30 min. Gap PPI testing was conducted in NBN frequencies of 6, 8, 11, 16, 23, and 32 kHz, and in BBN. Tone PPI testing was conducted with prepulse frequencies of 4, 6, 8, 11, 16, 23, and 32 kHz. Each gap-in-noise or tone prepulse frequency was presented in a block of 21 trials in pseudorandom order, with seven startle-only trials, and seven trials each with 20 and 50 ms gap prepulses, or with 50 and 70 dB SPL tone prepulses. The ratio of the ASR amplitude in the presence of a gap or tone prepulse to that without a prepulse was calculated as an average for each block and constituted the "raw data" for that session. Any block that contained less than half (i.e., 3/7 or less) good startle responses (see the following) for either the startle-only or prepulse conditions was dropped and not included in the across-session average; this happened infrequently on 1.2% and 2.4% of preexposure tone and gap PPI blocks, respectively, and on 1.6% and 1.5% of postexposure blocks. In addition, three sets of "I/O functions" were run per session, in which startle-only amplitudes were measured in response to 20-ms-long tones (including 1 ms on/off ramps) at 4, 6, 8, 11, 16, and 23 kHz and to BBN, all presented at 85 and 105 dB SPL. Finally, two sets of startle-only trials to 105 dB SPL BBN were measured at the beginning and end of each session, to track within-session adaptation of the startle response. Each mouse completed many such sessions (see the following), with the order of the tone and gap PPI blocks interchanged and randomized between sessions to offset within-session habituation effects. All startle sessions were conducted during the day, but in darkness, with the lights off inside the startle box, as darkness potentiates the startle response. Figure 3.(a) Experiment timeline. (b) Block diagram of a single startle session. See text (Methods section) for detailed description.ASR = acoustic startle reflex; SPL = sound pressure level; ABR = auditory brainstem response; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emission; ISI = interstartle interval; GPIAS = gap-prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle; PPI = prepulse inhibition; BBN = broadband noise.

Prior to the first session that was included in the averaged results, the mice were gradually acclimated to the startle box and test stimuli over a period of 2 weeks. During this time, startle amplitudes habituated to a more stable baseline, and both tone and gap PPI became more reliable in the sense that ASR amplitude ratios (with vs. without a prepulse) were more consistently \<1. Of 24 mice subjected to this acclimation period, three were excluded from further testing on the basis of unreliable PPI effects; that is, their amplitude ratios continued to be highly variable and were almost as likely to be \>1 as \<1.

Each of the remaining 21 mice (6 control; 9 subsequently exposed to 70 dB SPL; 6 exposed to 75 dB SPL) was then tested during 12 startle sessions, as described earlier, and the results were averaged across sessions. Each mouse was limited to one 30-min test session per day and completed the 12 sessions over a 3 - to 4-week period. This baseline testing was followed by the 2-month noise exposure, and then another 12 sessions of ASR testing again over 3 to 4 weeks, after a shorter 1-week ASR reacclimation period. During the weeks of postexposure ASR testing, the 8 to 16 kHz noise was left on for 12 hr each night (8 p.m.--8 a.m.). Mice were tested in random order during the day, starting no earlier than 10 a.m., 2 hr after the noise had been switched off for the day. Maintaining the noise at night eliminated the potential confound on postexposure testing of the gradual reversal of noise-induced changes after the cessation of exposure ([@bibr71-2331216518758109], [@bibr72-2331216518758109], [@bibr73-2331216518758109]).

Startle response analysis was automated using custom software written in Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL, USA). Reliable responses were identified using a template-matching algorithm similar to that described by Grimsley et al. (2015). Thousands of startle trials were checked by eye, and the performance of the algorithm was found to be excellent, with misidentification of responses occurring on \<1% of trials. [Figure 4(a)](#fig4-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} shows a complete set of good startle responses from a single test session. The response amplitude was taken as the largest peak in each trace. [Figure 4(b)](#fig4-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} shows the percentage of all startle trials that produced good responses, the percentage that were contaminated by nonstartle movements, and the percentage that produced no significant response; these data were averaged across sessions for each mouse, both pre- and postexposure. Pooled across mice, the fractions preexposure were 70.7%, 19.9%, and 9.4% for good, movement-contaminated, and nonstartling trials, respectively; corresponding numbers postexposure were 72.6%, 17.3%, and 10.1%. A trial reject rate due to nonstartle movements of less than 20% was acceptable given the short ISI of 3 to 7 s adopted here, as this permitted the recording of a large number of startle trials (*n* = 362) within each 30-min session. Short ISIs were also used with good effect in a recent study by [@bibr55-2331216518758109]. Figure 4.(a) Complete set of "good" trials from a single example startle session. (b) Percentage of all startle trials, pre- and postexposure that were good trials (as in Figure 4(a); black traces), that were contaminated by nonstartle movements (red traces), and that lacked clear responses (blue traces). Data are shown for the nine individual mice (error bars give ± 1 *SE*).

Trials contaminated by nonstartle movements were discarded from the record, but nonstartling trials were counted and were assigned an amplitude equal to the average noise floor for that recording session. Recall that at least four of seven clean startle responses were required, in each of three conditions (control and two prepulse), for a response block to count in the across-session average (else it was discarded). Keeping the few remaining nonstartling trials (∼5% of all trials) had the effect of slightly increasing PPI magnitudes. This is because trials with tone or gap prepulses were almost 3 times as likely to yield a nonstartle response than were control trials. Thus, on some trials, the prepulses didn't just reduce the ASR, they appeared to suppress it completely; deleting nonstartling trials would have excluded this potentially important effect.

Individual mouse and group-averaged ASR results were compared pre- and postexposure using two-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with post hoc Bonferroni tests.

DPOAE and ABR Recording {#sec5-2331216518758109}
-----------------------

DPOAEs and ABRs were measured from the left ears and mastoid areas 2 weeks following the completion of postexposure (or control group) startle sessions. Mice were anesthetized with a mixture of 50 mg/kg ketamine and 10 mg/kg xylazine, injected intraperitoneally, and were topped up with half doses of the mixture as needed to maintain a state of areflexia. They were placed on a homeothermic blanket (Harvard Apparatus) that kept their body temperature at 36.5°C, inside a single-walled sound-attenuating chamber (ETS-Lindgren).

ABRs were always measured first. Stimuli were tone bursts at 4, 6, 8, 11, 16, 23, and 32 kHz and were 3 ms in duration including 1 ms cos^2^ on and off ramps. Stimuli were synthesized using TDT software (SigGen), converted to analog (TDT, RZ6), and played out by a TDT MF1 speaker coupled to the animal's left ear canal with a 10-cm tube and sealed probe (system flat to 20 dB from 4 to 32 kHz). Sound levels were calibrated with the probe coupled to a quarter-inch microphone (ACO Pacific, 7017) with an additional 7-mm-long plastic tube, intended to approximate the length of the mouse ear canal. Stimuli were presented at 10 to 90 dB SPL at each frequency, in 10 dB steps, with 512 repetitions per level and a presentation rate of 21.1/s. The ABR was recorded differentially between the left mastoid area and vertex (ground electrode in the nape of the neck) using subdermal needle electrodes (Rochester Electro-Medical, Lutz, FL, USA, Model S83018-R9). Potentials were amplified 5,000× (TDT, RA4LI headstage \[20×\] and RA4PA pre-amp \[250×\]), digitized, and filtered between 100 and 3,000 Hz (TDT, RZ6), under the control of TDT software (BioSig, Alachua, FL, USA). At low stimulus levels, measurements were repeated twice, and ABR threshold was defined as the lowest SPL that yielded a reproducible ABR, minus 5 dB (half the step size). Peak-to-trough amplitudes were then determined for mouse ABR Waves 1 to 4 at all suprathreshold SPLs, for distinct waves.

Following ABR recording, DPOAEs were measured from the left ear using an OAE probe coupled to a pair of TDT MF1 speakers and to an Etymotic Research microphone (ER-10B+). Stimuli were synthesized using TDT software (SigGen). The frequency of the higher primary tone (f~2~) was again set to 4, 6, 8, 11, 16, 23, or 32 kHz, and the frequency of the lower primary tone (f~1~) was given by f~1~ = f~2~/1.2. Levels of f~1~ (L~1~) ranged from 20 to 80 dB SPL in 10 dB steps, with L~2~ = L~1~ -- 10 dB. DPOAEs at frequency 2f~1~ -- f~2~ were amplified (ER-10B+ amp) and digitized (TDT, RZ6) using TDT software (BioSig). DPOAE amplitudes are reported in units of dB V, and DPOAE threshold was defined as the lowest level of L~1~ (again minus half the step size, or 5 dB) at which the DPOAE amplitude was above the 99% confidence interval for the microphone noise floor, averaged across the six frequency bins adjacent to 2f~1~ -- f~2~.

Results {#sec6-2331216518758109}
=======

ABRs and DPOAEs {#sec7-2331216518758109}
---------------

Nine normal-hearing adult male CBA/Ca mice were exposed 24 hr/day for 2 months and then 12 hr/day for 1 month to sharply filtered 8 to 16 kHz noise at 70 dB SPL. ABRs and DPOAEs were measured 2 weeks after the end of the 3-month exposure, to allow recovery from any potential temporary threshold shifts (TTS), although TTS was not confirmed. They were compared with measurements made at the same age in six unexposed control mice and in another six mice that were exposed to the same 8 to 16 kHz noise at 75 dB SPL. Group-averaged ABR results (± 1 standard error of the mean or *SE*) are shown in [Figure 5(a)](#fig5-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}. There were no significant differences in ABR thresholds between the three groups: *p* = .56 for the main effect of group across frequency in a two-way ANOVA. ABR Wave 1 input-output functions were not affected after exposure to 70 dB SPL noise but were significantly reduced after exposure to 75 dB SPL at frequencies of 8 kHz (*p* = .031), 11 kHz (*p* = .004), and 16 kHz (*p* = .007), that is, only at frequencies within the exposure band (all other frequencies were *p* \> .05 as indicated). These *p* values reflect the main effect of group across ABR stimulus level in a two-way ANOVA and were not corrected for multiple comparisons at the various stimulus SPLs. Note that none of the differences at *individual* stimulus SPLs were significant at the *p* = .05 level after post hoc Bonferroni correction, only the main effects across SPL. Importantly, no significant differences were found between groups in the amplitudes of ABR Waves 2 to 4 (data not shown). Also, there were no significant differences (*p* \> .05) between groups in DPOAE thresholds and DPOAE input-output functions at any primary tone frequency ([Figure 5(b)](#fig5-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}). As will be discussed, these results are consistent with mild noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy following exposure at 75 dB SPL, but no cochlear damage after exposure at 70 dB SPL. Figure 5.(a) ABR audiograms and Wave 1 growth functions at different stimulus frequencies for unexposed control mice (black traces) and for mice exposed for 3 months to 8 to 16 kHz noise at 70 dB SPL (blue traces) and 75 dB SPL (red traces). Error bars show ±1 *SE*; *p* values are for the main effect of group across SPL (two-way ANOVA) and were not corrected for multiple comparisons at the different ABR frequencies. (b) As Figure 5(a) but showing DPOAE audiograms and growth functions at different stimulus frequencies for unexposed and exposed mice.ABR = Auditory brainstem response; SPL = sound pressure level; ANOVA = analysis of variance; DPOAE = distortion product otoacoustic emission.

Tone PPI Testing for Hypo-/Hyperacusis {#sec8-2331216518758109}
--------------------------------------

ASR results presented here are compared pre- and postexposure for the nine mice exposed to 8 to 16 kHz noise at the nondamaging level of 70 dB SPL. It was hypothesized that this exposure would cause sound frequencies within the noise band to be perceived as softer than before (hypoacusis), whereas frequencies above or below the noise band would be perceived as louder than before (hyperacusis).

The mean weight (± 1 *SD*) of the nine mice at the start of preexposure ASR testing was 37.1 ± 2.0 g, and for postexposure, it was 38.3 ± 2.2 g. In unexposed control mice, ASR results were unchanged over a 2-month waiting period between the test and retest sessions (data not shown), despite a similar small weight gain over that period.

[Figure 6(a)](#fig6-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} shows group-averaged ASR amplitudes (±1 *SE*) in response to tonal and BBN startle stimuli presented at 85 dB SPL (black traces) and 105 dB SPL (gray traces). There were no significant differences pre- versus postexposure at any startle frequency or level (*p* \> .05, as indicated, for the main effect of group across frequency; separate two-way ANOVAs were run at each SPL). This suggests an absence of hypo- or hyperacusis at 85 and 105 dB SPL. It is important to note that changes in startle amplitudes after noise trauma could potentially confound PPI testing ([@bibr53-2331216518758109]; [@bibr82-2331216518758109]), but this is not a concern here. Figure 6.(a) Group-averaged ASR amplitudes (± 1 *SE*) in response to BBN and tonal startle stimuli presented at 85 dB SPL (black traces) and 105 dB SPL (gray traces), pre- and postexposure. The average startle system noise floor is illustrated (avg. NF). The *p* values are for the main effect of exposure across startle stimulus (two-way ANOVA) and were not corrected for multiple comparisons at the two startle SPLs. (b) Group-averaged PPI results (± 1 *SE*) for prepulse levels of 50 dB SPL (black traces) and 70 dB SPL (gray traces). Again, *p* values compare PPI ratios before and after exposure across prepulse frequency.ASR = acoustic startle reflex; BBN = broadband noise; SPL = sound pressure level; ANOVA = analysis of variance; PPI = prepulse inhibition.

Group-averaged PPI results (± 1 *SE*) are shown in [Figure 6(b)](#fig6-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} for tone prepulse levels of 50 dB SPL (black traces) and 70 dB SPL (gray traces). Note that the PPI effect was highly significant (*p* ≪ .05) at the group level for all prepulse frequencies and SPLs, that is, ASR amplitude ratios with versus without prepulse are all ≪1. However, again there were no significant differences postexposure (*p* \> .05, as indicated). [Figure 7](#fig7-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} shows the pre- and postexposure PPI results of the nine individual mice, averaged across the 12 startle sessions (± 1 *SE*), using the same legend as [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}. For prepulses at 70 dB SPL (gray traces), the PPI effect was highly robust in individual mice: In only 2% of results, counting across mice and frequencies, both pre- and postexposure, did the uncorrected 95% CI of the ASR amplitude ratio include the value of 1, indicating insignificant PPI. For prepulses at 50 dB SPL (black traces), the PPI effect in individual mice was somewhat less robust and was insignificant 29% of the time preexposure and 24% of the time postexposure. Despite the relatively robust PPI effect, especially at 70 dB SPL, the individual results do not support the hypothesis that at least some of the mice may have developed frequency-specific hypo- or hyperacusis postexposure: None of the differences at individual frequencies were significant at *p* \< .05 after post hoc Bonferroni testing. Figure 7.Pre- and postexposure PPI results from the nine individual mice, averaged across the 12 startle sessions (± 1 *SE*), using the same legend as [Figure 6](#fig6-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}.PPI = prepulse inhibition; ASR = acoustic startle reflex.

Gap PPI (GPIAS) Testing for Tinnitus {#sec9-2331216518758109}
------------------------------------

GPIAS results are also reported here pre- and postexposure for the nine mice exposed to 8 to 16 kHz noise at the nondamaging level of 70 dB SPL. [Figure 8](#fig8-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} shows group-averaged ASR amplitude ratios (±1 *SE*) with and without 20 ms (black traces) and 50 ms (gray traces) silent gaps embedded in 1/3-octave NBN at a range of frequencies, and in BBN. As will be discussed further, GPIAS testing was performed using both 50 ms and 20 ms gaps because previous studies of auditory cortical ablation/inactivation have suggested that cortex is not essential for GPIAS with gaps of 50 ms or longer but is required at gap durations of \<30 ms ([@bibr7-2331216518758109]; [@bibr40-2331216518758109]; [@bibr98-2331216518758109]). However, there were no significant differences postexposure with either 50 or 20 ms gaps, despite the fact that the GPIAS effect itself was highly significant (*p* \< \<.05) at the group level for both gap durations in all NBN backgrounds (i.e., ASR amplitude ratios with vs. without gap are all ≪1). [Figure 9](#fig9-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} shows the pre- and postexposure GPIAS results of the nine individual mice, averaged across the 12 startle sessions (±1 *SE*), using the same legend as [Figure 8](#fig8-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}. For 50 ms gaps (gray traces), the GPIAS effect was highly robust in individual mice: The uncorrected 95% CI of the ASR amplitude ratio included the value of 1 (indicating insignificant GPIAS) in only 3% of both pre- and postexposure results. For 20 ms gaps (black traces), the GPIAS effect in individual mice was less robust and was insignificant in 22% of measurements preexposure and 21% postexposure. Again, the individual results do not support the idea that at least some of the mice may have developed tinnitus postexposure, as none of the differences at individual frequencies remained significant after post hoc Bonferroni analysis. Figure 8.Group-averaged GPIAS results (± 1 *SE*) for gap durations of 20 ms (black traces) and 50 ms (gray traces). The *p* values compare GPIAS ratios before and after exposure across background noise frequency.GPIAS = gap-prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle; ASR = acoustic startle reflex; BBN = broadband noise. Figure 9.Pre- and postexposure GPIAS results from the nine individual mice, averaged across the 12 startle sessions (± 1 *SE*), using the same legend as [Figure 8](#fig8-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}.GPIAS = gap-prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle; ASR = acoustic startle reflex; BBN = broadband noise.

Discussion {#sec10-2331216518758109}
==========

Effects of Prolonged Exposure to Moderately Loud Noise on the Auditory Periphery {#sec11-2331216518758109}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

There was evidence of cochlear synaptopathy in CBA/Ca mice following a 3-month exposure in adulthood to 8 to 16 kHz noise at 75 dB SPL, but not 70 dB SPL. Despite the absence of significant ABR threshold shifts 2 weeks after the end of either exposure, ABR Wave 1 amplitudes at suprathreshold stimulus levels were significantly reduced after the 75 dB SPL exposure, and this was specific to stimuli at 8, 11, and 16 kHz, that is, frequencies within the exposure band ([Figure 5(a)](#fig5-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}). DPOAEs were not affected at any stimulus frequency ([Figure 5(b)](#fig5-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}), nor were ABR Waves 2 to 4 amplitudes (data not shown). Note that histology was not performed.

This pattern of damage differs in a predictable way from that caused by shorter exposures to more intense noise. A study by [@bibr22-2331216518758109] compared the effects on CBA/Ca mice of 2 hr exposures to 8 to 16 kHz noise at 100 and 91 dB SPL. By 2 weeks postexposure, DPOAEs and ABR thresholds had returned to preexposure baselines in both cases, while ABR Wave 1 amplitudes remained reduced only after the more intense, 100 dB SPL dose. However, at 1 day postexposure, temporary shifts were observed in both DPOAE and ABR thresholds: After the 100 dB exposure, maximum TTS was observed at the highest frequencies tested, \>30 kHz, but after the 91 dB exposure, TTS was reduced and peaked at ∼20 kHz, only slightly above the 8 to 16 kHz exposure band. These differences are likely due to the "spread of excitation" (and damage) at higher exposure levels to more basal regions of the cochlea, as a result of the saturating nonlinearity in cochlear mechanics at the characteristic frequency (CF; [@bibr41-2331216518758109]). At the more moderate exposure level of 75 dB SPL used here, this spread of excitation is limited, and the observed damage as assessed by Wave 1 reduction is smaller and restricted to the CF region of the exposure band. [@bibr58-2331216518758109] exposed CBA/Ca mice to 8 to 16 kHz noise at 84 dB SPL for 1 week and found reduced ABR Wave 1 amplitudes and IHC synapse counts 1 week postexposure. As in the present study, the damage appeared to be greatest at 8 to 16 kHz, although smaller changes were also seen at frequencies above and below the exposure band.

Another potential difference is that after exposure at 75 dB SPL, ABR Wave 1 amplitudes appeared reduced at all but the lowest stimulus levels ([Figure 5(a)](#fig5-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}). Note again, however, that these reductions were significant (*p* \< .05) only when averaged across levels (i.e., only as an ANOVA main effect), but not at individual levels after post hoc Bonferroni adjustment. Previous studies have reported greatest reductions of Wave 1 amplitudes at high stimulus SPLs (e.g., [@bibr47-2331216518758109]) and have attributed this to the greater vulnerability of the high-threshold ANFs compared with low-threshold ANFs ([@bibr28-2331216518758109]). However, a study on guinea pigs using the neurotoxin ouabain showed that the contribution of high-threshold fibers to the compound action potential (an analog of ABR Wave 1) can be small, even at high stimulus levels, and that substantial reductions of the high-level compound action potential imply a loss of low-threshold fibers as well ([@bibr6-2331216518758109]). The mechanisms of noise-induced synaptopathy are not fully understood at present ([@bibr48-2331216518758109], but it's possible that the lower level, more chronic exposure used here was less selectively damaging to high-threshold ANFs.

The present study appears to be the first to report that cochlear synaptopathy can occur in CBA/Ca mice after prolonged exposure to noise levels as low as 75 dB SPL. A recent opinion piece has argued that because humans appear less susceptible to TTS than rodents, they should also be less vulnerable to synaptopathy ([@bibr15-2331216518758109]). Moreover, the octave-band exposures typically used in animal studies are not representative of real-world noise. While these are fair points, a recent study by [@bibr97-2331216518758109] showed that a single 4 hr exposure to 108 dB SPL NBN centered at 2 kHz produced synaptopathy in rhesus monkeys in the absence of OHC damage. It thus remains uncertain whether chronic exposure at the current occupational noise limit of ∼85 dB A for 8 hr/day ([@bibr62-2331216518758109]; [@bibr67-2331216518758109]) is indeed safe for the ear, avoiding both hair cell loss and synaptopathy.

Effects of Prolonged Exposure to Moderately Loud Noise on the Central Auditory System and on Auditory Perception {#sec12-2331216518758109}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously reported that adult cats chronically exposed to bandlimited tone pip ensembles and noise at ∼70 dB SPL exhibited a strong suppression of A1 responses to frequencies within the exposure band, and an enhancement of responses to frequencies above and below the exposure band, as illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} ([@bibr66-2331216518758109]; [@bibr71-2331216518758109], [@bibr72-2331216518758109], [@bibr73-2331216518758109]; Pienkowski et al., 2011, 2013). Preliminary data, not presented here, suggest similar noise-induced changes in mouse A1. These changes are also likely exhibited at the level of the thalamic medial geniculate body (MGB), as inferred from cortically recorded local field potentials ([@bibr74-2331216518758109], which reflect synchronous postsynaptic potentials from thalamic inputs (e.g., [@bibr8-2331216518758109]; [@bibr59-2331216518758109]). We have also previously reported that cat ABR Wave 4 (analogous to wave V in humans), which represents neural generators in the nuclei of the lateral lemniscus and the IC, appears unaffected by exposure to nondamaging noise ([@bibr71-2331216518758109], [@bibr72-2331216518758109], [@bibr73-2331216518758109]; Pienkowski et al., 2011, 2013). [@bibr49-2331216518758109] performed whole brain functional magnetic resonance imaging following long-term exposure of adult rats to BBN at 65 dB SPL and found reduced noise-evoked activation of ACx and MGB, but no changes in the IC and lower brainstem. However, a follow-up functional magnetic resonance imaging study using tone stimulation did find evidence of an expansion of the IC area responsive to 40 kHz, above the cutoff frequency of the BBN exposure ([@bibr49-2331216518758109]). Nevertheless, it could be that the central effects of moderate noise are limited mostly to the MGB and ACx, while those of traumatic noise are already prominent at the level of the IC and lower brainstem ([@bibr17-2331216518758109]).

Several previous studies have demonstrated clear effects of adulthood exposure to moderate noise on auditory perception. [@bibr108-2331216518758109] reported both cortical and perceptual temporal discrimination deficits in adult rats exposed to temporally random sequences of BBN bursts at 65 dB SPL. In another study of rats exposed to BBN at 65 dB SPL, [@bibr107-2331216518758109] observed frequency discrimination deficits in quiet but improved frequency discrimination in noise. Deficits in quiet but not in noise were also reported in a study of */pa/ -- /ka/* syllable discrimination in a small sample of young shipyard workers and preschool teachers with an average 6 years of moderate-level occupational noise exposure but "clinically normal" audiograms ([@bibr46-2331216518758109]; see [@bibr70-2331216518758109] for a wider discussion). These findings argue against synaptopathy as a contributing factor to the observed deficits, as synaptopathy has been linked with impaired hearing in noise but not in quiet ([@bibr5-2331216518758109]; [@bibr54-2331216518758109]). [@bibr43-2331216518758109] also exposed young adult rats for 2 months to BBN at 65 dB SPL and observed that A1 responses postexposure resembled those of naturally aged rats ([@bibr14-2331216518758109]). Note again, however, that most of these changes slowly reverse following the end of exposure ([@bibr43-2331216518758109]; [@bibr71-2331216518758109], [@bibr72-2331216518758109], [@bibr73-2331216518758109]). It should also be mentioned that low to moderately loud noise can be an important component of therapies for improving hearing ([@bibr4-2331216518758109]; [@bibr31-2331216518758109]; [@bibr102-2331216518758109]), expanding the auditory dynamic range after acquired hearing loss ([@bibr26-2331216518758109]), slowing down progressive hereditary hearing loss ([@bibr100-2331216518758109]; [@bibr101-2331216518758109]), reducing the impact of a traumatic noise exposure ([@bibr9-2331216518758109]; [@bibr64-2331216518758109], [@bibr65-2331216518758109]; [@bibr92-2331216518758109]), and ameliorating tinnitus and hyperacusis ([@bibr63-2331216518758109]; [@bibr83-2331216518758109]).

No Change in Tone and Gap PPI After Prolonged Exposure to Moderately Loud Noise {#sec13-2331216518758109}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After chronic exposure to 8 to 16 kHz noise at 70 dB SPL, there were no significant changes in ASR amplitudes evoked by tones and BBN at 85 and 105 dB SPL ([Figure 6(a)](#fig6-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}), and no changes in PPI amplitude ratios with tone prepulses at 50 and 70 dB SPL ([Figures 6(b)](#fig6-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig7-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}), nor with 20 and 50 ms silent gaps embedded in NBN and BBN backgrounds ([Figures 8](#fig8-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}). Similar results were obtained in mice exposed at 75 dB SPL, using different startle protocols than reported here ([@bibr69-2331216518758109]), despite the evidence for mild synaptopathy caused by this exposure level ([Figure 5](#fig5-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, perhaps surprisingly, there was no ASR-based evidence of hypo-/hyperacusis or tinnitus in CBA/Ca mice exposed for 3 months to 8 to 16 kHz noise at up to 75 dB SPL.

It was hypothesized on the basis of our previous work ([Figure 1](#fig1-2331216518758109){ref-type="fig"}) that sound frequencies within the exposure band should be perceived as softer than normal (hypoacusis), whereas frequencies outside of the exposure band might be perceived as louder than normal (hyperacusis) and might be internalized as tinnitus. However, in a study of normal human listeners exposed continuously for 2 weeks to noise with an effective bandwidth of 1 to 8 kHz, peaking at ∼50 dB SPL near 6 kHz, [@bibr24-2331216518758109] found reversible hypoacusis at both 0.5 and 2 kHz, that is, both below and within the exposure band, but no hyperacusis or tinnitus. Hypoacusis was also observed as an increase in loudness discomfort levels following low-level noise therapy in people with tinnitus and hyperacusis ([@bibr25-2331216518758109]; [@bibr63-2331216518758109]), and following first-time hearing aid use ([@bibr61-2331216518758109]). Interestingly, the amelioration of hyperacusis observed in some of these studies was also not frequency-specific and occurred even at frequencies that were not stimulated by the noise generators or hearing aids. Furthermore, people with clinical hyperacusis often experience it quite uniformly across frequency, irrespective of the range and amount of their hearing loss ([@bibr87-2331216518758109]). In contrast, auditory deprivation during a week or so of continuous earplug use did induce temporary hyperacusis ([@bibr24-2331216518758109]) and tinnitus ([@bibr85-2331216518758109]) in the majority of normal-hearing subjects. Collectively, these human studies strongly suggest that the mice in the present study should at least have experienced hypoacusis after noise exposure (if not also hyperacusis, as hypothesized based on our previous work in cats).

A possible reason for why hypoacusis (and perhaps also hyperacusis) was not detected here is that, as mentioned earlier, nondamaging noise induces plasticity mainly at the thalamocortical level, whereas tone PPI of the ASR appears sensitive to changes mainly at the (preattentive) brainstem level, as evidenced by studies on decerebrate rats ([@bibr13-2331216518758109]; [@bibr27-2331216518758109]; [@bibr51-2331216518758109]). Thus, tone PPI may not be suitable for studying the perceptual correlates of neural changes that are observed mainly at the thalamocortical level, but not in the brainstem.

This important caveat may not apply entirely to gap PPI or GPIAS, which at present is by far the most popular way of testing for tinnitus in rodents ([@bibr29-2331216518758109]; [@bibr94-2331216518758109]). In the present study, GPIAS testing was performed using both 50 and 20 ms gaps, as previous work has suggested that ACx is not essential for GPIAS with the longer gap duration, but becomes important with the shorter gap duration ([@bibr7-2331216518758109]; [@bibr40-2331216518758109]; [@bibr98-2331216518758109]). Nevertheless, mice tested negative for tinnitus here using both gap durations. This is perhaps surprising given that several recent GPIAS studies have reported chronic tinnitus in guinea pigs after 2 hr unilateral exposures to NBN at 97 dB SPL, which produced only TTS with no apparent evidence of synaptopathy ([@bibr3-2331216518758109]; [@bibr103-2331216518758109]). To add to the mystery, [@bibr38-2331216518758109] did not find GPIAS-based evidence for tinnitus in CBA/Ca mice after a proven synaptopathic noise dose (2 h, 100 dB SPL, 8--16 kHz). This last negative finding is especially surprising in light of a recent study showing that the 100 dB SPL noise dose increased SFRs in the mouse ICC by an even greater margin than exposure at 105 dB SPL, which caused more NIHL, including damage to hair cells ([@bibr37-2331216518758109]).

Does Central Auditory Hyperactivity Trigger Tinnitus or Hyperacusis? {#sec14-2331216518758109}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

An important article by [@bibr30-2331216518758109] reported that just 2 min of loud noise exposure can trigger transient increases in dorsal cochlear nucleus SFRs despite little or no TTS and proposed that this could underlie the transient tinnitus experienced by people after similarly brief noise doses ([@bibr2-2331216518758109]). Nevertheless, the link between central hyperactivity and tinnitus remains somewhat tenuous. Recent studies on rats ([@bibr79-2331216518758109]), guinea pigs ([@bibr12-2331216518758109]), and mice ([@bibr56-2331216518758109]) found increased SFRs in the ICC of all noise-exposed animals, *including those that tested negative for tinnitus using GPIAS*. A potential explanation here is that the tinnitus can be silenced by feedback from other brain areas, without affecting auditory brainstem hyperactivity. In a study of rats exposed for 1 hr to 115 dB SPL, octave-band noise centered at 16 kHz, [@bibr21-2331216518758109] found that 18 of 28 rats exhibited positive GPIAS results in the 8 to 10 kHz range. They then found that a treatment consisting of paired tone pip and vagus nerve stimulation *reversed the positive tinnitus results, despite the fact that A1 SFRs increased further*. Some of the findings related to hyperacusis also remain puzzling. Notably, direct salicylate application to the cochlea failed to produce the sound-evoked hyperactivity seen in A1 with systemic salicylate injection, although the temporary peripheral losses and the ASR-based evidence for hyperacusis were similar in both cases ([@bibr91-2331216518758109]). Thus, while central hyperactivity appears to be a general consequence of NIHL, hyperactivity alone may not be sufficient for the tinnitus (or hyperacusis) percept to emerge.

Tinnitus as a Possible Consequence of Noise Exposure in the Absence of Hearing Loss, Including Synaptopathy {#sec15-2331216518758109}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A number of studies have reported evidence of cochlear damage in people with tinnitus and clinically normal audiograms ([@bibr34-2331216518758109]; [@bibr68-2331216518758109]; [@bibr84-2331216518758109]; [@bibr99-2331216518758109]), but tinnitus can also occur in the absence of any hearing loss as a symptom of head and neck injury ([@bibr23-2331216518758109]; [@bibr88-2331216518758109]). In animals, acute noise exposure that produced only TTS but no apparent synaptopathy could also lead to tinnitus ([@bibr3-2331216518758109]; [@bibr103-2331216518758109]). A large study of Danish workers reported that the prevalence of tinnitus increased with occupational noise exposure level and duration in workers with hearing loss but was not associated with the noise dose in workers with clinically normal hearing ([@bibr80-2331216518758109]). On the other hand, [@bibr35-2331216518758109] found a link between tinnitus and noise exposure history in young adults with normal audiograms, but no evidence of synaptopathy or other cochlear damage. It thus remains to be confirmed whether or not chronic exposure to lower, borderline synaptopathic noise levels could be an additional path to tinnitus, in spite of the negative GPIAS results reported here.
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